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CALCULATIONS ON THE FORCES AND MOMENTS FOR AN OSCILLATING
COMBINATION IN TWO-DIMENSIONU POTENTIAL FLOW AT SONIC
By HERBERT C. NEISON and JULLANH. BERMAN
SUMMARY
Z’?Wlirwrized theoy for compremibleunsteady$ow h Wed,
as suggestedin recemtcomWn@ns to the @eetJ to obtain the
ueloctly potential and th-elijt and momenifor a thin, ?mrmon+
ca@ OSCli%lii?lg, twodi~ wing-aileron combinatti
moving at sonic speed. 2!7wwloeity poi%niti is derived by
wmideting the sonti me m the limit of the linearized MLper-
sonic theor,q. From the ueloci@ potential qlicit expreati
for the lijt and momentare developedjor verticaltrandaiwn and
pitching of the wing and rotuti.onof the aileron. The report
provide9w%mive tubkx of nummi.eulvalu.ajor the coe@imts
cm.tained in the expremiou jor lijt and momen#,for vati
values oj the reduced jrequenqt k (O<kS3.6), and aileron
hinge po&&m (jrom 10 to 90 perecni of thewing ch5rd). The
sonic rtxtulh are compared and jound to be conmk~ with
previously obtuimd subsonic and supersonic re.suli%. Several
figures are preaetid showi~ the variation C$.?i&and moment
with reducedfrequency and Mach number and tlw injtwiaee of
Mach number on some cuw oj bending-torti jluti2r.
INTRODUCTION
Instability investigation for high-speed aircraft often
require a knowledge of the air forces and moments that act
on an oscillating wing moving at high speed. For subsonic
and supersonic speeds the main source of theoretical in-
formation has been the solution of the linearized diilerential
equation for compressible flow. For so~c or near-sonic
speed, however, the linearized theory has been generally
assumed inapplicable, since it does not allow for thicknew
effects, shocks, and stiong disturbances. As is well known,
it predicts infinite forces on a qonoscillating, thin, unswept
Wingmoving at sonic speed.
Important diilerencw exist, however, between the steady
and unsteady cases. By a discussion of the order of magni-
tude of the terms of the general nonlinear differential equa-
tion for compressibleflow, reference 1 shows that for unsteady
two-dimensional flow at sonic sphed this equation “is essen-
tially linear and in linear form leads to physically plausible
results for the forces on a thin oscillating wing, providpd the
WING-AILERON
SPEED 1
frequency of oscillation is sufEciently large; A similar con-
clusion was reached in reference 2, where linear methods
applied to a wing in tin-dimensional nonstationary flow at
sonic speed yielded per@bation velocities of the same order
of magnitude as those obtained for subsonic or supersonic
speeds. In references 3 and 4 expressions and some numer-
ical valuea are given for the lift forces and moments on an
oscillatin& tie-dimensional Wing moving at sonic speed.
Because of the importance of the sonic problem in presenkday
flight considerations and because of the insight into the
three-dimensional problem that the solution for two-
dimensional flow wi.Llprobably aflord, the purpose of the pres-
ent report is to develop the two-dimensional case more fully.
Consideration is thus given to the ease of an oscilla&g
whq-aileron combination in two-dimensional flow at sonic,
speed. The velocity potential for this case is obtained, and
from the velocity potential expressions for the air forces and
moments on the wing-aileron combination are developed ,in
terms of the frequency of oscillation. Numerical tables of
the coefficients contained in the expressions for lift and mo-
ment are supplied which may be used for the theoretical
calculations involved in wing flutter and other instability
probIems for sonic speed. The tables provide a means for
obtaining continuity of calculation between high-subsonic
and Iow=supersonic results for the oscillating wing-aileron
wmbination in two-dimensional flow.
Beoause of the ;mall-disturbance assumption, the theory
and subsequent results are subject to the same restrictions
imposed on all small-perturbation theory, subsonic and super-
sonic. In addition, as the frequency approaches zero, the
diflicukies of the steady linearized problem are encountered; .
therefore the validity of the subsequent results is subject to
question for the range of low frequencies. Moreover, un-
certainty exists beoause the linear unsteady results are con-
sidered to represent disturbances bm an equilibrium posi-
tion that is governed by nonlinear relations, and a great
amount of experimentation may be necessary to determine
the region of wdidity for the calculations. Nevertheless,
the results serve as a bridge between subsonic and supersonic
theory and may be applicable for a range of high frequencies.


































velocity of sound in undisturbed medium
wing semichord
section lift coeflicieut ‘
section mommt coefhient about leading edge
I?resnelintegrals contained in equation (23)
vertioal displacement of axis of rotation
Bessel function of zero order (first kind)
reduced frequency, &/V -
quantities defined by equation (22); i= 1,2, 3,
4, 5, and 6
quantities defined by equation (23), independ-
ent of wing--f-rotation position
mass of wing per unit span
Mach number, V/a
aerodynamic section moment on wing about
axis of rotation, positive leading edge up
aerod~smic section moment on aileron about
its hinge, positive leading edge up :
presmirediffenmce




normal velocity at x at time t
nondimmsional rectangular coordinates, ie-
ferred to 2b
aback-m of mis of rotation of wing section,
referred to 2b
abeoi- of aileron hinge, referred to 2b
location of center of gravity of Wing-aileron
system measured from elastic &s (see ref. 5)
angular displacement (pitch) about axis of
rotation
eflective angle of attack due to vertioal trans-
lation, fi/V
angular displacement of aiIeron, measured
relative to a
phase angle between lift due to h and bending
velocity E
ph~ angle between lift duc to a and position a
phase angle betmeen momtmt due to Ii and
bending velocity h
phase angle between moment due to a and
position a
densi~parametw, iTPbg lrl—; reference 5use9~=–—m 4K
abscissa of point of disturbance, referred to 2b
P density in main stream
T time variable
71,71 times required for transmittal of disturbrmce
to field point
4 disturbance velocity potential
w angular frequency of oscillation
~h natural bendmg,frequency of wing
w= natural torsional frequency of wing
ANALYSIS
The theory presented herein for two-dimensional flow at
sonic speed is based on the assumptions that the two wing
surfaces act independently and that wake effects are absent.
Thus the sonic we = treated is more Wn to the supersonic
than the subsonic case. The velocity potential for the
oscillating hm-d.imensional wing moving at sonio speed is
derived by aUowing the Mach number ill to approach unity
in the velocity potential for the wing moving at aupersonio
speed. An alternative derivation is also given in Which tho
potentiaI is obtained directly from the linearized differential
equation by a method of solution employing the Laphme
transformation. In reference 3 Rott obtained the velocity
potential by superposition of the elementary source solution
of the linearized d.inferentialequation.
Velocity potential for sonio speed,—Consider first the
velocity potential for Q harmonically oscillating tlvo-













a is the speed of sound in the undisturbed medium, z and ~
are nond@ensional coordinates refereed to the wing chord
2b, w(2b&t) is the preaoribed local normal velocity at tho
wing surfaca, and a is the frequency of oscillation. The
integral in equation (I.) represents the total effect of all tho
disturbance created by the wing. The time-lagf~ctiom
71and 79are associated with the two pulses that occur at the
point x beoause of a distuqbanoe created at the point ~ (see
ref. 5 for more complete discussion). Another form for
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As the Mach number Lf approaches unity, the argument
of tlm Bessel function Join equation (2) becomes infi.nite and
the following rwymptotic approximation is applicable:
(lim Jo 2k’Af-1 s)=Ecos@kiKH. ‘3)
where on the right-hand side kf has been replaced by k since
b&lk=— and kf=fim k. At M= 1 the tim~]ag ~ction ~Q
v N+l
contained in equation (1) becomes infinite and the influence of.
one of the two pulses characteristic of supersonic flow be-
comes vanishingly small. (BY considering the sonic case as
a limit from the subsonic side, the wing at sonic speed cannot
overtake the second pulse.)
By letting M approach unity in equation (2) and using








As o matter of pozsible interest an alternative derivation
of equation (4) that makes use of the Laplace transformation
(az was done by Stewartson in ref. 6 for supersonic flow) is
presented. The linearized diiTerential equation for two-
dimensional compressible flow may be written as
(6)
For the hrwmonicnllyoscillating wing moving at sonic speed,
equation (5) becomes
a’+ 2{U a+
—= —$ 4+7 ~az’.=
(6)
where the disturbance velocity potential 4 is related to + by
d(z’, z’, t)=#(z’, z’) et~’
and z’=2~z and z’=2bz. The mean position of the wing
(given by z’=0 and x’ > O) and the rectangular coordinate
system being used are moving at velocity V= a in the nega-
tive x’-direction, M shown in figure 1. Since this report is
concerned only with the lift of a thin wing, the boundary
conditions that equation (6) must satisfy are
a+
,() 32 ~.~
=W(z’) . (z’2 o) (7)
+0 aa z’++ w . (8)
$=0 (x’<o) (9)
In accordance with small-disturbance linearized theory the






































(a) Projection of wing strip on z’~’-plane.
(b) 8eotion #=0.
FIc+mm I.-sketch illustrating coordinate system and the degrees of
freedom a, h, and &
,
the wing rather than the wing itself. Equation (7) implies
that the normal-velocity distribution on the wing is given;
equation (8) is a condition on the behavior at fity (the
manner of approac@ zero is associated with the radiation
condition of Sommerfeld); equation (9) iz the condition that
no disturbances be propagated forward of the @rig. Since
the velocity potential must be continuous, equation (9)
implies that
4(+0,4= 4(-0,2’)=0
Equations (6) to (9) constitute the boundary-value problem
for the velocity yotentiil O.
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(11)
‘+0 as z’** m (12)
From equations (10) to (12) the value for ~ is .
z~ w(8)e-@7= ,,./, ~—— (13)
From equation (13) the value for Z at the upper surface of
the wing (z’=+0) is
‘W(8) .
7= –~ (14)











Equations (15) and (4) are identical, each giving the veIocity
potential at the upper surface of the wing.
Application to wing-aileron combination.-For the par-
ticular case of the wing-aileron combination oscillating
harmonically in vertical translation h, pitch a, and aileron
rotation @ (see fig. 1(b)), the normal velocity at a point z of






h, CYO, and P, are complex amplitudes, and the # terms
are to be interpreted as zero for x<z1. Since linearized
theory is being employed, the pdadti givw in equation (4)
-.
may be considered as the sum of five potentials, each of which
is associated with one of the terms of the right-hand side of
equation (16). Hence the potential may be written aa
where upon substituting equation (16) into equation (4)
Forces and moments .—The velocity potential for the
upper wing surface given in equation (4) is rmtisymmetric
with respect’ to the plane z=O, as may be noted in the
.boundsry condition (eq. (7)). The local pressure difference,
positive downward, between the upper and lower surfaces of
the -wing at any point z is obtained from equation (4) by
means of ,
“=-2’(%+%9 ‘
where p is the density of the undisturbed medium, The
force (positive downward) acting on a wing section is there-
fore
sP=2b lAp dx (18)o
The moments (positive leading edge up) acting on the entire
* section about tie afi of rotation at q and on the
aileron section about the hinge point % are,’ respectively
J
M.=4b’ ‘(X–X~Ap dx (19)
o
J
MB=4b’ : (X–ZI)’p dx (20)
Upon substituting equation (17) into equations (18), (19),
and (20) and performing the indicated integrations, the









*. (Nl+iN2)+a0(N~+ iNi)+ po(l?,+il?~
1
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The coefficients of equations (21) ean be expressed m follows with primed quantities introduced for convenience in numericsl










The primed quantities, as a result of integration by parts, oan be expressed as
where
ro=k
YI= (l—q) k I
rl=xlk
and the quantities ~(rj) are the I?reenel integrals I
(j=o,l,2)
.
The primed quantities Li’ and Mt’ (i=l, 2,3, md 4),
associated with wing bending torsion, are tabulated in table I I
.
(23)
as functions of thereducdd frequency kfortherangeO<k =3.5.
The primed quantities L:, M/ (;=5 and 6), and N/
(~=1, 2, 3,4, 5, and 6), introduced by the aileron degree of
freedom are tabulated in or oan be obtained from table II
for the same valuea of k ~d for values of the aileron hinge
position xl ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1. b
order to make the tabulated values more uniform, each of
the primed qutmtitieslisted in the tables has been multiplied
by the reduced frequency squared l?, which appears in the
force and moment equations (eqs. (21)).
-— . — . ..— —— ._. _ .. ..._ ._.
. .
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DISCUSSION
Lift forces and moments.-The lift forces and moments,
the coefficients of which are given in table I, apply to a thin,
oscillating, two-dimcwional wing moving at sonic apeed.
A comparison of these results with the forces and moments
previously obtained for the same type of wing moving at
subsonic and supersonic speeds (refs. 5, 7, 8, and ohm
papers) may be of interest.
For purposes of comparison, consider the tie of a wing
pitch@g about its leading edge and translating vertically.
The lift coefficient cz and the moment coefhiant about the
leading edge ~ can be expressed as
P





=—= —2[—ik (M1’+iMS~a*+P(M3’+iMl~ a
cm 2pbgV2
h
v is the angle of attack due to vertical transla-where cQ=—
tion and the quantities Li’ and M; are now dependent on ill
m well as k. For the nonosdlating wing in incompressible
flow (k=O, M=O) cI=27ra and c== —~ a. From equation
(24) the lift- and momenkmrve slopes (complex derivatives)
associated with vertical translation and pitching are, re-
spectively,
~= —i4k (LI’+{L19






In figure 2 the magnitudes of the slopes given by equa-
tion (25) are plotted against k for several values of M,
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k
(a) Lift-curve slope associated with vertical translation of wing.
FI~IJEE 2.—Msgnitude of lift-ourve slope and momentiurve slope
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(d) Momen&curve slope IUWooiated,tith pitching of ~ng,
H ‘“&
=2 s“ + M4”.
Frcvmm 2.—Chncluded.
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k
(a) Pham angle between lift vector due b“ vertioal translation and
vertioal velocity vector h.











(o) Phasoangle between moment vectm due to vertical trandstion
and vertical veloci@ vector h.
Fmwrm 3.—Continued.
In iigures 2 and 3 the- dashed curves represent the super-
sonic results, the solid-line curves represent the subsonic
results, and the solid-line curves with severil of the computed
points circled represent the sonic results.
In figure 2 the variation of slope with lMachnumber for the
steady case (along ordinate k=O) is given by the Prandtl-
Glauert rule for subsonic speeds and the Ackeret rule for
supersonic speeds. Each of these rules predicts an infinite
slope at -ill= 1. In the &gure, the values for the slope mag-
nitude become excessive ordy for Mach numbers approaching
unity and values of k approaching zero. In this neighbor-
hood the linearized theory does not apply, and the Mach
number and k range in which the theory is applicable awaits
experimental or theoretical determination. In figure 3 the
phase-a@e curves for M= 1 depart&m those for the otlmr
Mach numbers in the low k range. At k=O, the phase angle
for M=l diilers horn the constant phase angJe of all the
other Mw,h numbers by 45°.
Figure 4 conths a cross plot against Mach number of
figure 2 (a) for several values of k. Note that the maximum
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FIGURE 4.-Magnitude of lift-curve SIO e rm+ooiated witi verticfd
\translation of wing against Mach num er for several vahm of re-
duced frequenoy. % .&~~.
dcq
.-— — -.-—.—. .—— ..— — — ——— .—— —-
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Above a k of around 0.2, as may alsobe noted m figure 2 (a),
the mtium lift-curve slope for a particular value of k
occurs at a Mach number I&s than 1.
Some applications to bending-torsion flutter.-h reference
6 a systematic numerical study of the bending-torsion flutter
of a two-dimensional wing was made including, among other
considerations, the effect of Mach number on this type of
flutter. The results were presented in the form of figures.
Table I of the present report is used to obtain points at,
M= 1 for figures 18 and 19 of reference 5. These figures of
reference 5 with the 34=1 points added are presented as
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# M
l?mum 5.—FluttaNpJxd eoeffioientagainst Ma& nuniber for several
values of l/K when ~ =0, %=0.2, and a=O. @% 18 of ref. 5
moditkd to inolude o%oulated values indicated by cirok.)
In figure 5 the flutter-speed coeilicient V/bQais plotted
against Mach number ill for several v&lues of the density
parameter l/K, for wi@s with the center of gravity at 60
percent chord and the elastic axis at 50 percent chord, The
points for Mach number 1, indicated by circles, are consistent
with the results of reference 5. As f~ matter of possible
interest some values of the reduced frequency are indicated
at d4’=0 and ill=l.
In figure 6 a plot of the flutter-speed coefficient V/bwa
against the ratio of wing bending frequency to wing tomional
frequency @*/@. is shown for ~everal Mach numbers, The
curve for M= 1, wilculated points of which are circled,
is shown in relation to the curves previously given in
reference 5.
FIQURB6.—Flutter+ped coefkient against frequenoy ratio for sevoml
values of M when a= O, z.= 0.2, and : =10. (Fig. 19 of ref. 6
motied to inolude calculated values ind;oatsd by oirolea.)
.
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COfiCLUDING REMARKS
The linearized theory for compremible unsteady flow has
boon used to obtain the forces and moments for a thin, har-
monically oscillating, two-dimensional, wing-aileron ccim-
birmtion moving at sonic speed. These forces and moments
and the flutter results obtained bm them were found to be
consistent with similar calculations previously obtained for
other MrLchnumbem. In assessingor applying the results for
a Mach number of 1, the limitations associated with line-
arized theory should be kept in mind. h addition, aspect
ratio considerations become increasingly important as the
Mach number approaches 1 and may render the two-
dimensionrd results inapplicable to a finite wing even for
high frequencies.
LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMImDD FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY l?IELD, VA., September~, 1961.
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TABLE IL—VALUES OF FUNCTIONS FOR AILERON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS
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TABLE H.—VALUES OF FUNOTIONS FOR AILERON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS~Continued
.
al L 0191 a 22104
. 9f274
-_a pww a36m o.m“ a 01361 o.84fm o.4W3
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* OorrWlona to table II d NAOA TN2.WU hnve bean IncarLYc.ratdhedn.
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LWb6 -L 0647 2m
L3W6 -L 2ill
LCRM –. 6%270 ?%%
.74046 –. m449 L IM14
.mma –. 42776 .81m6
.31S$4 –. m842
.17433 –. 14816 :3%
. 0763M -. m3461 .!m341
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TABLE IL—VALUES OF FUNCTIONS FOR AILERON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS_ Ceneluded
E6.1.2::.5:!.8.90.1.2.3.4.6::.8.9 3.6917 -2. 62EIa 4n9 =:gi3.!m52 W117 -2 !m1027?43 -2 w-23610%!%. -2 W-74L7W2 -L @23Lm -L ISW3.EWOa w?3.20232.13342WS3;%!JL2MS -3. 7om–1 5015–3. !B32–3. 04%3–272S0–249M–216Ss-L 77tS–L 2S86
k= O.011
o.02m3w a 0217E2
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10oudfoIM totab!%II of NAOA TN 2W3 have b= MmqPI’Btd herefn.
.
1
